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TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR MEANING , ,. TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH
LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION,.. TO PROVIDE A
VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF
GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."

_EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENÏ, JULY,

1967

Good grief, Jim Robinson. He is
the author of "Dodger Theology and
the Church" (p. 12), and he raises a
disturbing question-is there any real
difference between the Spirit that is
supposed to enliven the church and the
esprit de corps that enlivens a baseball
team? Now, it's one thing to liken the
Texas Rangers, who (sometimes) play
next door to where I live, to a dead
church. But to equate what goes on (or
doesn't) in each place? It is that kind
of question which the church must answer as it claims to have something to
offer a secular world. . . and hence the
other articles along that line in this

VOLUME 12, NUMBER 2

issue.
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Rejeeting the Judss Gurse
By GËORGË E. COOPER, JR'
Let us imagine, if we will, a recent convert to
Christ joined to our local fellowship' The new
Christian, let us further imagiue, is an old man of
extremely limited income, I-Ie is filled with the
joy of the Lord nonetheless, for he knows the
Source of his true riches. He works well with his
hands, and because he is too poor to give much
to the church, he wants to give the congregation
a gift of his own labor. And so he begins his work.
Months later on Sunday morning the old
craftsman responds to the invitation hymn with
a glow of joy on his face. He tells the minister
that he is too poor to give much money to the
church but that now he has something else he
wants to give to the congregation' Quickly, he
steps outside to his old and battered pichup,
hoists a very heavy, callvas-covered object onto
his back, and returns inside. Less than a minute
has transpired, and there are whispers in the
church. Before he removes the paint-spattered
n'I am
tarpaulin, he speaks to the congregation:
poor and have been unable to give much to the
collection. So I wanl, to give this gift to you because I love you and because I know you love
Jesus as trruch as I do."
The old carpeuter then pulls away the canvas
to reveal his gift, It is a very large and extretnely
beautiful wooden cross, upoll which is au intricately detailed representation of our l,ord it'r
agony. 'fhe little children of the congregation
(instinctively taken with the old man since he
first came among them) stand on the pews to get
a better view of the gift. Imrnediately, their eyes
light up as they see the huge carving' "Look,
Daddy! It's Jesus!" cries a blond four-year-old.

I)r. George Cooper teaches history at Stephen f¡' Austin
College Ìn Nacogcloches, T'exas. This paper Luas deliuered at
Mission's annual senzi,nar ítt June.
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"It's beautiful!"

declares a bright-eyed black

girl of eight.
Tears are now in the old man's eyes, aud ire
points to the bare wall above the Lord's table
and asks the minister, "Wouldn't that be the right
place for it?" And then the old carpenter sits
down. An empty silence spreads over the church.
The minister cannot thank the old man, for he is
at a loss for words. But the quick-witted song

leader saves the day for him, ieading the final
hymn and dismissing the congregation with a
hurried prayer.
There was, as might be expected, a flurry of
activity and conversation in the congregation and
among its leaders during the next week. The following Sunday the old man's beautiful gift was
not above the Lord's table. It was nowhere in
sight, for it had been relegated to the broom
closet. The old man sat, inwardly hurt and bewildered, Iooking at the wall behind the table.
And he wondered.
The minds of those gathered were prepared
for Communion with Paul's familiar words: "For
as often as you eat this bread and drink the cup,
you procìaim the Lord's death until he comes'"
The congregation then stood for a hymn before
the bread and cup were passed. 'The members
blankly glanced at the bare wall behind the
tabie and then back at their hymnals and then
back at the wall. Whereupon they lustily sang:
"When I Survey the Wondrclus Ctoss."
We might, of {:ourse, just as well imagine a
talented young musician offering as his contribution a solo hymn with guitar accompaniment'
We might think of a wealthy man offerÍng an expensive pipe organ, or, a rich, stained-glass
window depicting the Crucifiecl Jesus. We might
imagine a middle-aged tailor, aware that servants
in the kingdom are exalted in God's eyes, making
a collection of lovely, royal purple robes for

those who serve the congregation at its Sunday
gathering, to remind us that we are all servants
of the King who became a servant. We might picture a yourlg widow purchasing a fragrai'rt incense
to l¡e burned in the midst of thc congregation to
recall to it that our lives are to be sweet-smelling

extravagant grace and beauty for the sorlr, gangrenons indignation of the Son of Perdition.
Ilr all the foregoing cases, real and hypoilretical, and in many more that might be consideretl,
there exists a common link. 'Ihe disciples of the
Lord are displeased and immediately reject the

sacrifices.

gifts. And in all these cases, some tl,eological or
ethical rationale is seized npon to justify rejection. But the Christ of glory responds: ,'Letthem
alone. They have done beautiful things for me;
they irave done what they could."
The reaction of the disciples and of Judas to
N{ary's deed is especially instructive. It illuminates
the common evil bond between these stories and
iliustrates what I choose to call the "Judas
curse" (though with justice it may also be called
Cain's curse, the curse of the one-talent steward,
the curse of the Prodigai's brother, or the curse
of Ananias and Sapphira).
'lhe "Judas curse" is an obscene affliction of
the heart, common to mankind since the fall. A
heart so afflicted shuts its eyes and stops its ears
to the grace and glory of God. It willfully rejects
gifts of beauty and decency that minister to
Christ and embody his glory and truth, offering
in their place elaborate theological and moral
rationalizations, stones and serpents instead of
bread and fish, Such a heart is stingy, jealous,
petty, and covetous. It is spiritually empty but
it contains its fill of what C. S. Lewis describes
as "a black puerility, an aimless spitefulness content t<l sate itself with the tiniest of cruelties"
(Perelandra, p. 123).
To my own shame, I have too often willingly
perceived the Judas curse as a blessing to be desired and have thoughtlessly adopted an array of
biblical theories to explain my wretched inclination of heart, I have embraced its twisted

Or we might consider the following account in
the gospel of John:
Six days before tlte Passover, Jesus came to
Bethany, where Lazarus was, whom Jesus had
raised from the dead. TÌrere they made him a
supper;Martha sewed, and Lazai'us was oì1e
of those at table with him. Mary took a pound
of costly ointment of pure nard and anointed
the feet of Jesus and wiped his feet with
her hair; and the house was filled with the
fragrance of the oÍntment. But Judas Iscariot,
one of the disciples (he who was to betray
him), said, o'Why was this ointment not
sold fc¡r three hundred denarii and given to
the poor?" This he said, not because he cared
for the poor but because he was a thief, and
as he had the money box he used to take what
was put into it, Jesus said, "Let her alone, Iet
her keep it for the day of my burial. 'Ihe
poor you always have with you, but you do
not always have me."
(John 12:1-8)
While we may be different in heart from
Iscariot and would even bear martyrdom for our
Lord, we are all too often very much like those
other indignant disciples. For who among us
would not react similarly to a gift as costly as
the nard, a gift worth by present standards somewhere in the neighborhood of $10,000? Which
of us would not say (or think) in the same indignant tone as did the disciples, "Why was this
gift not sold for $10,000 and given to the poor?"
And might not some of us also say: "The

Tlre Judas curse ¡s an obsce¡re affliction of the heart.
It willingly rejects gifts of beauty and decency that minister
to Christ and embody his glory and truth, offering ín their place elaborate
rationalizations, stones and serpents instead of bread and fish.

Bible teaches that we are to give to the poor and
that Christians ought to desire the simplicity of
the New Testament church; we ought to be less
ostentatious, more frugal and thrifty, better
stewards and managers of the Lord's motley so
that we can more effectively spreacl the gospel"?
Would we not, at least in this r:ase, agi:ee with
Judas and prefer the ungiven gift to the actual
gift, the evil intention to the fragrant, cheerful
sacrifice of Mary to her Jesus? I believe that most
of us would. And as a consequence, we thoughtlessly exchange the Son of God's kind praise of

liberality, while telling myself that my own motives were, unlike those of Judas, doctrinally
pure. Simiìarìy, I have felt a kinship with the
Prodigal's bitter elder brother and wanted the
younger to get his just deserts. I have understood
Ananias and Sapphira and resentfr-rlly misunderstood the Holy Spirit's wrath. I have possessed
the fearful, grasping heart of the man of one
talent. And I have felt, on feeling sympath5z with
such as these, on feeling thern justified at least
in part, not shame but what I took to the righteousness flowing into my heart--an angelic sort
Ar.iGrJSï, 1978

of righteousness-bracing, fastidious, pure. For I
could have compassion on those for whom Scripture offers no hope; I could care for those rejected even by God. But in fact, my righteousness
was bracing because it was bitterly cold. It was
fastidious because it was selfishly exclusive' Its
purity was the purity of a vacuum, of a Bottomless Fit. The righteousness I felt was indeed
angelic-that of the fallen rebel angel who coveted God's glory.
The Judas curse, I believe, has had a profound
individual and corporate impact within the

gifts to the Lord were simplicity, informality,
and untutored spontaneity; they dressed the
Body of Christ in clapboard white. And what
they did was beautiful. But for prosperous, educated middle class churches to give gifts of
essentially the same magnitude of order and
beauty as dirtfarmers and day laborers is neither
generosity nor simple beauty. It is as inappropriate as would be our giving only a mite because
the Lord commended the deed of the poor
widow. Such behavior is greedy and disordered,
at best, thoughtless and immature. It mistakes

For prosperous, educated middle class churches
to give gifts of essent¡ally the same magnitude of order
and beauty as dirt farmers and day laborers is neither
generosity nor simple beautY.
Restoration Movement and within the Churches
of Christ in particular. It has affected in a variety
of perverse ways our theology, our attitudes, and
our behavior. The Judas curse has, for example,
re-inforced our general adherence to a deistic
cosmology, wherein we exclude the possibility
of God working personally within and through
the profane things of nature. At the same time,
it has encouraged a confused, ahistorical,philo'
sophical rationalism to take root among us,
giving rise to moralistic, antinomian, gnostic,
and manichean tendencies.
The Judas curse has also hindered our comprehension of Scripture, causing us to see the
word of God as the message of a "hard man"
reaping where he does not sow and gathering
where he did not winnow. It is behind a sectar'
ian, legalistic exegesis more concerned with
justifying our peculiar views to ourselves and to
the rest of Christendom than with understand'
ing the Lord of Glory.
On a more practical level, the Judas curse is
certainly one reason for our squabbles about
cooperative efforts such as orphans'homes
and missionary societies, one reason why we
give litUe support to our colleges and universities and why we do not underwrite hospitals at
all. Quite possibly, it is why our pulpits are
generally silent about tithing, but full of the
rhetoric of those who feel forever victimized by
God rather than eternally grateful to him.
Sometimes the Judas curse lies behind the unimaginative, pedestrian, and slovenly quality of
our liturgical format. It may also explain many
of the barreu, tasteless, shoddily-built architectural disasters we call church buildings' Rural
Christians in the past did what they could and
many gave tiberatly out of their poverty. Their
AUGUST,1978

for spirituality, mere spontaneous
emotionalism for heartfelt worship.
Scripture is, of course, full of warnings about
the danger of putting one's trust in richesprecisely the direction of Judas' failure. But
Scripture is equally fuII of warnings about putting one's faith in anything save God Almighty.
And that includes trusting poverty, simplicity,
frugality, and plainness. As the Apostle Paul
says, such things have the "appearance of wis'
dom in promoting rigor of devotion and selfabasement and severity to the body but they are
of no value, serving only to indulge the flesh"
(Col.2:23). If we are inclined to condemn
mere poverty

wealth and extravagance, we ought, at the same
time, to recollect that Abraham, the Father of
the faithful, was a rich and extravagant man.
Writing from prison, the Apostle Paul concluded his joyful epistle to the Philippians with
a statement of gratitude for a rich gift they had
given him, a gift that was a credit to their heart.
And then he added by way of encouragement,
lest they feel their gift was not enough:

Not that I complain of want; for I have
I am, to be content. I know how to be abased, and I know
how to aboutrd; in any and all circumstances
I have learned the secret of facing plenty and
hunger, abundance and want. I can do all
things in Him who strengthens me.
(Phil. 4:11"-13)
Paul speaks here of having learned the secret of
spiritual strength. It was the sort of secret
which permitted him to be graciously content
with the gifts of poverty or wealth, hunger or
plenty, in short, the secret which shielded him
from the fear and emptiness of the Judas curse.
That which Paul knew and preached and lived
learned, in whatever state

29

was the secret of Christ Jesus and him crucified.
The wise Greeks and Jews of the age, like
some of us, could not accept the secret Paul and
the other apostles now proclaimed in public:
God on a cross. Knowing conectly that mere
flesh and blood cannot ascend into heaven to

traffic with God, Greek intellectuals and Jewish
theologians perceived the cross as folly, as a
stumbling block. For God Almighty to descend
to earth to traffic with flesh and blood, transfiguring both and carrying them to heaven in his
train was to waste God's riches, to squander his
Spirit. It was an unthinkable breach of theological and philosophical etiquette. God ought to
have known bett¿r. Wise Greeks and Jews did.

Like their modern counterparts, they saw
only part of God, the portion that is "wholly
other," a consuming fire or distant spirit rejecting the profane things of a corrupt creation.
They refused (and some are still refusing) to see
the Son's incarnation, crucifixion, and resurrection as the Father's way of making all things new
"so that what is mortal may be swallowed up
by life" (2 Cor. 5:4). A veil stood between them

in Christ has graciously given to his church the
wisdom to overcome the Judas curse and to perceive his glory in all things. He has given us ears
to hear his voice. And he has given us eyes to
behold the awful and beautiful aspects of his
face. Paul declares,

Among the mature we do impart wisdom,
although it is not a wisdom of this age or of
the rulers of this age, who are doomed to
pass away. But we impart a secret and hidden
wisdom of God, which God decreed before
the ages for our glorification. None of the
rulers of this age understood this; for if they
had, they would not have crucified the Lorá
of Glory. But as it is written, ,,What no eye
has seen nor ear has heard, nor the heart óf
man conceived, what God has prepared for
those who love Him," God haJrevealed to us
through the Spirit. For the Spirit searches
everything, even the depths of God.
(1 Cor. 2:6-1-O)
God's grace in Christ Jesus is fearful, lovely,
and mysterious, rich in glory. It is amazing, as
the hymn says. Grace may, if we allow it, drive
out the Judas curse from among us and splen-

After accepting so glorious a gift, and knowing
that all things are Christ's, can his church refuse any
gift of decency and order, of love and beauty which reflects his glory?
and the true dimensions of "the Kingdom, the
Power, and the Glory." And, as Paul declared,

If our

gospel is veiled, it is veiled only to those
who are perishing. In their case, the god of
this world has blinded the minds of unbelievers to keep them from seeing the light of
the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the
likeness of God. . . . but when a man tums to
the Lord, the veil is removed. Now the Lord
is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord
is, there is freedom. And we all, with unveiled
face, beholding the glory of the Lord, are
being changed into his likeness from one degree of glory to another; for this comes from the
Lord who is the Spirit (2 Cor. 4:3-4,3:16-18).
Elsewhere Paul tells his readers that those who
are of the Spirit know not only that they will be
glorified because of the cross. "For the creation,"
he writes,

. . . waits with eager longing for the revealing
of the sons of God; for the creation was subjected to futility, not of its own will but by
the will of him who subjected it in hope. because the creation itself will be set free from
its bondage to decay and obtain the glorious
liberty of the children of God.
Thus, as far as our mortal frame can bear, God

630

didly transfigure each of us, wretched

as we are.

It may unexpectedly fill the humblest object,

the tiniest piece of experience, or the most commonplace gift with his rich gtory.
God loved the world so much that he gave the
Gift, his Son, that men and even nature might
be redeemed in glory. "And the Word became
flesh," the apostle of love wrote, ,'and dwelt
among us full of grace and truth; we have beheld
His glory, glory as of the only Son from the
Father. . . . And from his fullness have we all received grace upon grace" (John 1:14,16).
At'ter accepting so glorious a gift, and knowing that all things are Christ's, can his church
refuse any gift of decency and order, of love and
beauty which reflects his glory? Can his church
not disregard the whine of Judas and joyously,
boastfully display an old carpenter's gift? After
all,'before the worlds were made, an older craftsman, the Eternal Carpenter fashioned with his
ancient hands both a tree and a body for a gift
which he lovingly gave to the world. But was not
the wise worfd indignant, ashamed about the
spiritual waste and impropriety? And did not
the world, and does it not still, put the Carpenter's gift into the broom closet of its heart?

,
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By ELTON D. HIGGS

It is easy for us to forget that the great ma¡or¡ty of Protestants do not feel

obligated to partake of the Lord'¡ Supper every Sunday. ln fact, it is soms'
timei sugge*sd. that weekly observanoe of this feast might make it become
commonplace. lt. is importänt, thsn, that we develop a positive "theolory of
frequency," rather than merely excoriating th93e who disagree with us on
the matter.
Though Je¡ut cautioned against vain repetitions, fe {s9 emphasized the
value of "impoit¡¡nity" in approaching Ggd. He praised the canaa4ite wo'
râif¿r her peisitlence ¡n *ùing for thá healirrg of her daughter, and 19 told
parables (Luke '!i And t8) to show that though God is more than willing to
giue us what we,need, it iS part of our spiritual development to keep asking
ñ¡ln. ttte Lord'¡,$uppor¿ like prayer, is a special way of our acknowledging
our neod of what.GOd has to give; in either oaso, ¡t ie presumptuou¡of us to '
a¡sumo that we hav¿developed a perfeot appreciation of the riches that God '
can bestow upon ur, We neod 1o soe the incremental value in ourfrequ6nt '
remembrance together of God's groatsst gift, his son, and the resulting life
that dwell¡ w¡thin us.

:

Why doer any qct þecome commonplace to us? Beoau¡e we lgyelon â tol'
eranoo for it or ari habitual responso to it; wo a88umo 'that ¡t will no longor
rurprire us, and conssguently, we aro not alert to anyth¡ng fre¡h that'it may
have to offer. But we can never exhau¡t the porsibilitler of God'¡ being able
to bless u¡ when wo como before him. E¡pecially mu¡t we guard agalnet be'
ooming hardened to tlre inexhau¡tible meaning ln the bread and wine of the
Loid'i Supper, Beinuæ we aro weak in the fle¡h, our prayort and our wor'
¡hip will somotimos seem ineffect¡vg; but becau¡e God i¡ alwayr there, ready
to ieceive u¡ and under¡tand u8, even theæ un¡atisfying t¡mes aro woven by
the Father into thg yvhole fabric of hi¡ will for ur an! his giftr to u¡.
For, unliko qddiction to phy¡ical ¡ub¡tance¡, addiction to God, though it
increa¡es in inten¡ity, ha¡ no annihilating overdo¡e looming at the ond; rathor,
"wo aro transfigured into hi¡ llksne¡s, from splendour to ¡plendour; ¡uch i¡
the influenae of the Lord who b spirit" (2 Gor. 3:19, NEB).
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Spore
Tore!

By NORMAN L. PARKS
Against the vigilantes of the church who assume
that their highest and noblest function is to keep
the church pure by exposing and driving out every

person suspected of being a heretic, Jesus delivered
a stern and shocking injunction in the ,,parable of

the tares."
This parable rrr¡as a part of his exposition in Matthew 13 of the nature of the kingdom of God. By
analogies of the soil, the seed, the yeast, the treasure, the pearl of great price, and the fishnet, Jesus
revealed the nature, not of a churchly institution,
but of the life lived under divine reatity. What this
life involves he made clear elsewhere when he put
the kingdom and its definition in apposition in
what is called the Lord's Prayer: ,,youï kingdom
come, your will be done on earth as in heaven.',
Jesus opened his expósition by talking about the
kind of soil that would produce an abundant harvest in the kingdom. He next moved to the kind of
seed sown in that soil, and the attendant problem
of good and evil in the growth period. He sowed
the choice seed-the people who are of the kingdom. But by night came the Enemy, who sowed
tares (false wheat). Soon his workers discovered
good and evil growing intermingled in the field and
readied themselves to pull out every sprig of evil,
only to hear Jesus say, "No. . . Ieave them to grow
together. .. ."
Why did he say No? If parables are said to drive
home only a single idea, the point would be this:
you zealous guardians of the field will inescapably
do more damage than good! In your anxiety over
the existence of the bad you will uproot, injure,

Dr. Norman Pørl¿s, a frequent contributor and longtime
board member /or Mission, liues in Murfreesboro, Tennessee.
He is retired from his distinguished cøreer as a politícal
scíence professor.
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alienate, dispirit, stunt, or throw into disarray the
people of the kingdom by your blundering efforts.
Yet Jesus by his own elaboration of the parable
broadened and enriched the vein of truth which is
to be mined by his disciples. We may begin our exploration by noting that the relative problem of
evil and good is beyond the capacity of mortal man
to resolve; it lies solely in divine hands. That it will
be resolved in favor of the good is-and should beassurance enough to those who are committed to
the kingdom way of life. Not a single kernel of
goodness will be lost at the harvest! Not a single
seed of false wheat will survive! As John the Baptist framed it, "The wheat he will gather into his
garner, but the chaff he will burn up with unquenchable fire."
Our church purists might well indict Jesus himself for not eradicating the "tate" among his chosen
twelve. Why did he not get rid of Iscariot? Why
permit the eleven innocents to be exposed to this
son of Satan? Perhaps the answer lies imbedded in
this parable. It may be that such an action would
have disrupted the circle and produced the loss of
others. Possibly the answer lies hidden in the profound relationship of good and evil. What appears
as an evil, God may use to another end. Tennyson
looked into the mystery and asserted his faith that
"somehow good will be the final goal of ill.',This is
the spirit of those who "wait upon the Lord."
Experience testifies to the wisdom of the parable. Supercharged "contenders for the faith,',
whose self-assigned task is to lay the ,,axe at the
root" of every presumed error, always leave behind
them a field of division, disarray, and defeat. Unwilling to leave the Lord's task to the Lord, they
brutalize the people of the Lord. They cower thern
into timidity, fear, and conformity. Afraid to risk
the charge of "wrong" action, the victims setfle
into passivity. The rich spontaneity of spiritual
AUGUST, i978

ment to Jesus. And there are those who now insist
gïowth is crushed by the steamroller of conformity'
ttrat Shiloh, where young servants of the Lord carrry
The "unseatchabie riches" remain untapped while
light to the url¡an warrens at the expense of life itthe congregation struggles to survive on a bland diet
self, is only a Ìrotbed for tares!
of orthodoxy. Thus the hundred-fold harvest in poThis parable seems to me to say that, confrclnt'ed
tential drops to a ten-fold product in fact'
with
the profound mysteries of life and gtowth, of
Commonìy iu error but never in doubt, such
good
and evil, our conceÍn for others seeking to
guardians of tl're Lord's field also lach the capacity
responses to God may require susio distinguish tares from wheat. Bearded darnel is make authentic
judgment
so long as that concern is active,
pended
remarkably "conformist." Its job is to look exactly
active there is no place for judgnot
it
is
when
and
like wheat, and it may succeed to the extent that it
all, should we resort to force,
of
all!
Least
at
ment
enjoys the careful protection of the guardian band
governmental,
to accomplish
or
churchly
either
*ho- otu simultaneously ripping up the roots of
for his
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Jary Ledbetter is a homemaleer ín Grand Blanc, Michigan,
She works with her husband, Hoy, editor o/ Integrity, of
the Church of Christ there. 'l'his article. ís a response to "I'm
Going to Cry Once More," June issue"

Ao Cryiog ü*u dllnu
a"n

üþ"" ttter

Dear Fellow Disciple,

How well I understand your feelings! Each
morning I rise to awaken my twelue-tear-old
daughter. Quite often she is out of sorts, and I
look out the window or leaue the room for a
few minutes, hoping to giue each of us time
to get tlrc strength to face the hassles.
First I strap her into a brace that enco,ses
her body in plastic from armpits to hips. When
she is dressed, I carcy her downstuirs and strap,
tie, and buckle her feet and legs into braces,
The straps are for curuature of the spine. The
brqces will hopefully keep her feet straight
enough to get shoes on them. A few minutes
later this attractiue, uery bright chitd is
bucl¿led into a wheelchair, loaded onto a
special bus which transports retarded children,
and taken to school.
She was an adorable, beautiful baby, apparently normal, uery affectionate. By the time
she began to wallz, I sensed something was
wrong, No one else agreed. But when she utas
fiue and had her checkup for school, some
problems utere discouered. The week she was
to start lzindergarten found her in Henry Ford
llospital going through tests. The cliagnosis:
Friedreich's Ataxia. Incurable, progressiue. .
.

heørtbrealeing.
Up to this poitzt in my life

of two things. I

I

had been sure

on God's side, and he was
on mine. Oh, there had been hard times financially; probably always would be. White at
times I had found that depressing, I had. neuer
expected much and could cope with that,
euen understand it. Other disappointments
and difficulties also seemed part of normal life,
and God seemed to be with us;u)e worlzed
the.m out together,
But this is something else, istz't it? your son
and my daughter. These are things we d,on,t
was

understand, we don't accept as part of normal
life, and they don't always work out.
Initially, I coped uery well, I think. It was
traumatic, confusing, ønd I questioned God
seuerely, but I felt there must be some hope. We
would mana,ge with God's hetp. But in the back
of my mtnd the why lucs growing bigger. At

that time, toa, she could still walh, stilt go out
wlth the other l¿ids. It was easier
then. There has been one operation since, and
seueral stays in the hospitat. Now she is ín the
house most of the tíme, reading or u,tatching
teleuision. It hurts terribty to see her sitting in
the doorway watching her friends ptay. Or
when she tells me how hard it is to be different.
Where is God? Why does he not hear us?
Can he not tøl¿e it away? Why doesn,t he? Are
we belíeuers fools? Does he care? Was Karl
Marx right-is our faith only an opiate?
While ull of this has caused many doubts in
my mind about' God and his wiil, it has, I
thinh, broadened my faith. It may at times be
quite shallow and at others uery deep andsure,
but he is closer euery day, and I lenow how
and play

I need him,
would líke to share with yau sotne things I
haue learned. They are not profound, and tomorrow I muy discauer that I am wrong, as I
haue done so many times in the past; but
for
now they are bearing me up.
First, we must not l¡lame God for ail the
euils that befall us. I'here are other forces at
work in the world." Satan and nature. The
world was created good; sin has brought us
much suf fering, but God did not intend it sr¡.
When a child has a hereditary disease, to tne
this is nature at work, no more, no less" Gocl
may interuene once in awhile, but basically
earthquakes, floods, and famíne continue, and
so do diseases.
much

I

(ContÌnued next page)
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of my turmoil

is caused by
setf-pity, and that is a deuastating disease itself '
Second., much

times I feel my tife has been derailed. I had
other hopes and dreams for this time of my
tife that are now sidetracL¿ed, but my trust in
God telts me that I may discouer more of the

At

true meaning of life this waY '
Third, we must not let what others say
about their faith or what they would do in our
shoes cause us to doubt ou'r own faith or abílity to maintain it. True, there are those saints
who are tried and true and a great encouragement, but there are also a lot of glib talkers
around.
Fourth, life is a package deal in a way' Whateuer we choose to haue-marciøge, iobs, chil'
dren, education-there is pain along with the
pleasure. They are in the same box. When we
chose to haue children, there was disease
in the box. It should not haue surprised us too
much; why does it? I know there are millions

of crippled chíldren on earth; why am I so
d.ismayed. that I haue one? Did I assume I was
one of God's fauorites, to be protected from
alt the problems others haue? This may be con'
nected with self'pity. Our trips to Ford
Hospital are uery humbling experiences. What
I see there makes me ashamed that I haue
complained for mYself or mY chíld.
Fifth, I am ignorant. I do not know why or
why not about any of life, reøIly. God is wise.
It's a matter of trust.
Finally, God is here, and he does hear. He
has the power to take it away and the wisdom
to hnow why he should not. Belíeuers are
blessed with his concern and his loue. These,
along with our hope of heauen and his for'
giueness of alt our doubting, could be called
an opiate because they do take some of the

But they do not distort reality. They
clar.ify it.

God bless You,
Jary Ledbetter

Here's an inv¡tat¡on to help w¡th the mission of Mission. There are two
ways you can jo¡n us in this ministry of open Christian iournalism:

Subscribe to the journal if you don't
already; or give one or more subscriptions to friends. By doing so, you will
not only be helping the cause and helping
them. You will also receive a free Today's
English Version of the Bible, or a booklet on
the eldership, "Who's in Charge Here, Anyway?" Use the blanks below.

1

Please send a

subscription to:

Join us in our Friends of Mission campaign. By contributing $25 or more you
receive the journal free if you don't
already subscribe. And you join a growing num'

2

ber dedicated to renewal among Churches of

Christ. Also, unless you indicate otherwise, we
publish your name in an occasional list of
Friends. Use the blanks below.
Please enroll me as a Friend of Mission at
the following level:
Benefactor ($1,000 gift, with donor also
receiving 10 gift subscriptions)

Check one:

yr.

($8)

yrs. ($20)

(1 yr., $6)
-1 yrs. ($30) -3
-Student
-5 _-TEV Bible
Bonus:

-Booklet

Send the bill and the bonus to: (your name
and address if different from above):

($500, with 5 gift subscriptions)

-Patron
Sustainer

($tOO, with 3 gift subscriptions)

($25, with 1 gift subscription)

-Friend
(Contributions

are tax deductible)

Your name and address:

Clip- or copy appropriate form above and mail to Mission Journal,
17L0 \{. Airport Freeway, Irving, TX 75062
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Dodger
Theology
and
the
Church
By G. JAMES ROBINSON

As the current baseball season begins to reveal
the winners and the losers, we will be hearing wise
analyses of what makes champions. One of the ingredients for a winning team is what I call "Dodger
theology.

"

What is Dodger theology? It is much like Bronco
Mania or Swine-Flu (Razorback style) or Yankee
mystique,It is the philosophy you find on any winning team in America today. It has always been a
part of a winning team but today because of massive press coverage of every sports event, we hear
more about it.
ït is a combination of love, acceptance, camaraderie, fellowship, and brotherhood. It is mostly,
perhaps always, on winning teams; and seldom,
perhaps never, on losing teams,
Tommy Lasorda focused the idea last year when
he transformed the Dodgers from also.rans in '?6
to pennant winners ín '77. He did it by openly declaring love, unity, and acceptance as the basis of
his coaching methods. Throughout the year we
heard such words as love, brotherhood, together-

Grødy James Robinson is pulpit minister at the Centrøl
Church of Christ in St. Louis, ønda former sports columnist.
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ness and a few other traditional Christian terms
coming out of the press conferences after big wins
by the Dodgers. These words we are more accustomed to hearing spoken (even if not experienced)
in our churches and pulpits.
The best example, as far as results go, of the
Lasorda theology is Reggie Smith. That's Smith
now, not Jackson. Reggie Smith, a notorious badboy who was traded three times in four years be.
cause he couldn't get along with his managers, had
his best year ever under the father.like guidance of
Lasorda. After a big win Smith joined happily in
the back slapping and bear hugging that goes on in
the dugout. He became a part of the team and enjoyed a rebirth under Lasorda's methods,
Smith's attitude has obviously changed from the
previous years in Boston and St. Louis when he antagonized fans and players atike. What happened?
He attributes the sudden rebirth direcfly to Lasorda.
He made it clear that the love and genuine affection
shown by the manager of the Dodgers had a profound effect on him.
As a strange combination minister and sportswriter, I have been for the past couple of years observing something that is taking place, simultaneously, in the sports world and the church.
Bud Wilkinson, in his concise manner, phrased it

nicely when he spoke at the press conference in
which it was announced that he was retuming to
football after an absence of fifteen years. He said,
"There is something about the relationships formed
in athletics that ultimately is a far greater reward
than anything I have found in the business world."
He went on to say, "The feelings of brotherhood

experiences during the drive for the playoffs. May-

be that is why so many people have substituted
athletics for church. They are finding in the local
team their needs being met-needs that we assumed
all along were being met at church.
Well, then-can we find God's kind of fellowship
outside of Christ? Is the church really necessary?

The spirit in a local church that ¡s growing in number,
pushing new programs, and enioying a pot'luck dinner compares
remarkably with a winning football or baseball team.

and love [there are those words again] that are
formed during the drive for the championship, are
thicker than anything I have ever experienced. I
have missed it a great deal. And that is why I am
returning to football."
Something very special lies within the brotherhood of a team. Especially a winner. Without question, winning plays a significant role in the relationships formed by the members of the team. Teams
that win consistently talk a lot more about love
and deep friendships than the chronic losers.

Dr. Thomas Tutko, a well-known psychologist
from San Jose State University, says: "A team rejoices together in its victories, but each individual
moums his defeats alone." When you win, it is easy
to be loving and to put up with a thousand indiosyncrasies and bothersome habits of the other guys.
But when you lose, every bad habit becomes a personal affront and can cause dissension.

It would be easy and very unfair to write off this
winning-love-fellowship philosophy as a shallow
copy of Real Christian Love. But those who would
make this accusation cannot define r'vhat "real"
love is without using the very same words, ideas,
examples, and phrases. Is so'called Christian love no
different than plain, baseball, human love? Is it not
true that churches react in about the same way to
the winning spirit? The spirit in a local church that
is growing (winning) in number, pushing new programs (planning strategy over coffee), and enjoying
a potluck dinner (post-game locker room snackeven the menu is the same-fried chicken) compares
remarkably with a winning football or baseball
team.

On the other hand, the lack of spirit in a local
church that is diminishing in number (losing)'
plagued with doctrinal squabbles over nit-picky
issues, and does not enjoy the enthusiasm created
a pot-luck dinner, is comparable to a losing team.
Not only are the words the same but the actual
effect is the same on an individual. The fast-growing, victorious churches are experiencing exactly
the same kinds of emotion that a good ball team

by
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The fact that we could even ask such a question
is the depth of heretical thinking to some people. I
don't mind saying that I have been pondering that
question for some months now, and to tell you the
truth I am still not positive about my answer. All I
know is what I am experiencing in my own life,
what I read, what I see, what I hear, what I feel,
and what I am. I think I know the answer, but I
don't want it to come too easily. I want to work on
it. I want it to be an answer that I can stake the rest
of my life on. Therefore, since it is my life that I
am dealing with, I want to be extra sure that it is
my o\¡¡n answer.
The only reason that I am a member of the body
of Christ is because Jesus said, "No one comes to
the Father but by me." I am not a member of the
body because I am 'experiencing some fantastic
quality of life that I know I cannot find anywhere
else in the world. I hate to mention it, but there's a
whole lot of people out there that are equally as
happy as most Christians I know. There is a lot of
love, hope, joy, kindness, and fellowship out there
in that mean old heathen world.

They're not all committing suicide. The great
inner void we have harped about echos just as
loudly within the empty hearts of church members
as it does in the nonchurched.
I believe in Jesus. I believe Life is in him. I am
also making an honest observation

The many Christian oriented books coming off
the press today are filled with such words as rela'
tionship, sharing, family, brotherhood, fellowship,
love, and teamwork. At the same time, the smart
coaches and managers have picked up on what is
happening in the world of PMA (Positive Mental
Attitude) and are applying the same principles in
their realm of sport. At first glance the goals of the
two seem to be very different.

But, I wonder. Although the modern, big-time
church claims to be motivated by the Spirit of
Jesus, my experiences lead me to believe that most
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of today's winning

their faults and they knew mine, but it didn't matter;we accepted one another for whatever we \¡r'ere,

churches could operate quite
nicely without ever mentioning Jesus.
The dynamic, crash-bang, marching onward, busybusy churches are fueled by plain ol' American
know-how and top notch "coaching." The feeling
of excitement, exhilaration, victory, and brotherhood is generated by the success of the many programs taking place within the church. It is not
necessarily the Holy Spirit that causes the goose
bumps when we sing "Azure Blue"-I got the same
goose bumps at the NCAA finals when my home
state Razorback fans "called the Hogs." Religious
excitement and athletic excitement are the same
kind of excitement. Religious camaraderie and team
camaraderie are the same quality of fellowship.
AIso, they are both very real. Emotion is emotion
wherever it is found. Team dynamics is as genuine
as church dynamics. Pennant fever is not a cheap
carbon copy of soul-winning fever because both are
genuine. The only difference is the team doesn't
claim to be hyped up in the name of the Lord, and
the church does.
I had the opportunity as a youngster to play
team sports. In high school and in college I joined
with other aspiring young athletes in the fervent
pursuit of the winning season and hopefully the
championship. We spent many, many hours together in practice, on bus rides, in pre-game meals,
sitting through chalk talks, pillow fighting in cheap
motels, talking, and finally the actually playing of
the game.
I became very close to those guys, closer than
anyone before or since. It's been fifteen years since
I last saw some of my teammates; but if they
walked in the door right now, it would be instant
brotherhood. We literally shared our lives in the
thrill of victory and the agony of defeat. I knew

InPassing;

or were not.
Today I am supposed to find that kind of fellowship in the church. I hear all those words being
tossed around-fellowship, and sharing, and brotherhood, and love. But I'm not sure that I am
experiencing them. I usually shake hands at the
door with people I see once a week. They are
dressed in their Sunday best and I am too. They are
not going to allow me to actually get into their
lives and I doubt whether I will allow it, either.
Why? Why indeed! What have rve ever shared together? What have we ever endured together? What
great victory have tve ever \¡/on or great battle
fought? Usually none, although some of us have
been to a seminar together and we suffered, endured, and bravely struggled through the sevenhour bus ride and because of that glorious human
encounter our lives were changed(?).
Seems to me that some of these worldly people
are stealing our thunder. Is it possible? Surely not.
But is it remotely possible that the Real Gospel has
somehow finally found its way outside thé cold,
sterile, and stodgy confines of the brick and mortar and stale air of the Lord's House?
Is it possible that the One who directs all the
affairs of man got tired waiting for his people to
open up to the world?
At one point in history, God took his special
blessing away from his own chosen people because
they tried to hide it in the temple. Jesus brought
God back out into the street.
Perhaps that is happening once again in our
generation. Could the Kingdom of Brotherhood
really be moving out of the church building into
the stadium?
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TPINION/RESPCINSE

what Aþout the
What are the consequences on young children whose parents are in
tension with the legalistic church they attend? Do you seek a more
open fellowship, or meet at home? Following are responses received
in answer to this question, posed by "A Concerned Parent" in the
May issue.

ßldS ?
transfer to another denomination. And

yet, are the aged more important than
the young? I hope other people find
better solutions."

John M, Richardson of Derby, Kanthe parent's concern. "I look
to the sixth chapter of Deuteronomy,"
he writes, "and Mosest instructions to
Hebrew parents concerning their re-

sas, shares

John McCool¿ of Ðdmond, Oklahoma, notes that there is no substitute
for teaching our own children. His concern is that parents be able to ernpathize with the child's openness and attitude of truth-seeking. If this is present,
"children, ¿s well as adults, can endure
the storms of doctrinal crossfire securely," he says. "In other words, we
are all in this together. . . Talk to them
-for Christ's sake!" And he adds that
leaving the fellowship should certainly
be a last resort.

Five suggestiorls came ftom Dauid
Nícholson of Blue Ridge, Texas: (1-)
workshops for parents in rnajor metropolitan areas" (2) Home Bible study
emphasizing (a) that even Bible characters had disagreements (e.g. Paul and
Barnabas); (b) Jesus was persecuùed by
religious ìegalists, and specifically men-

The role of prayer was also emPhasized by a Tennessee reader who sug'
gested: (1) pray; (2) PraY again; (3)
pray; and (4) seek first a proper relationship with God, then let the matter
of church follow.
Norma Gordon wrote of a long her-

in the Church of Christ, but
affirmed that "my salvation is in Jesus
Christ, not in the Church of Christ."
She stressed, therefore, the need to
provide her children with a sense of
personal relationship with Jesus, regardless of church association. "Maybe we
need to develop a closer walk with
iiage

God ourselve$," she said, in order 'to
deal with the problem.

Another 'oconcerned parent," in
Houstotr, wrote a poignant letter: "Our
solution, and I'm not sure it was righi,

to be open and honest with our
children and voice our concerns and
criticisms. Now thai four of them are

tioned ûhem as hypocrites (Maii. 7:5);
(c) all who are godly are persecuted (2
Tim. 3:12). (3) Take into account the

was

moral and intellectual development
level of the child. (Nicholson refers us
heie to the work of Piaget and Kohlberg-see the June and July issues of

grown, two (daughters) have remained
in the Church of Christ and have found
congregations they can accept. Two
sons have completely abandoned or-

Míssion.) (4) Continually ìove and pray
for our kids. And (5) continually pray
for ourselves and our peers who face
this dilemma.

ganized religion. TWo teenagers still at
honre are showing the same signs of
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Iack of interest and non-involvement.
lf it were not for aging parents, I would

sponsibility to constøntly keep the Law
before their children. . . . This should
serve as an example for parents today,
to teach the principles of a Spirit-filled
life by a living example and the verbal
teaching necessary for each child, to
make him aware of God's concern for
him as an individual. I believe this will
overshadow the influence of a misüaken
Bible school teacher,"
Døue Reagøn

of Irving,

Texas, said

that his answers to the problem have
changed over the years. To his kids'
statement, "Daddy, we really picked a
bummer of a church" he would have
replied, fifteen years ago: "Child, you
are grounded for a month, and I expect
you to go forward next Sunday and
ask the church to pray for you." Ten
years øgo: "The Church of Christ is a

human institution and therefore it is
flawed. But this is true even more of
the denominations. . . . Fiue yeurs ago:
"Yes, child, you are right. But God
must have put us here for a reason, so
let's dedicate ourselves to serving him

by reforming the church

as much as

possible." Atrd úodøyr"Why don't you
visit other denominations and try to
find one that speaks more directly and
relevantly to your spiritual needs?"
ân
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The Military ChaplaJncy
lrr the Chtrrche s CIf Ckrfst
By MICHAEL D. ASHLEY

h

November 7, 1933, J. D. Boren, the first
chaplain representing the Churches of Christ, was
commissioned as a First Lieutenant, United States
Army. This date marks the beginning of a sphere of
ministry that remains largely unhnown among
members of the Church of Christ. When I arrive at
a new duty station, I always meet Church of Christ
military people who are surprised that there are
really any of "us" serving as chaplains.
When I first met an Air Force chaplain, I also
wondered whether the chaplaincy included members of the Church of Christ. The chaplain was a
guest lecturer when I was an ROTC cadet. I treated
him with the wariness that Indiana Church of Christ
kids reserve for "denominational ministers," but I
asked if there were Church of Christ chaplains in
the Air Force. He did not l<now, but he referred
me to the agency that had the answer. In response
to my inquiry, the Air Force sent me a brochure
that gave the basic facts regarding the Air Force
chaplaincy. 'Ihe Church of Christ was listed!
AIso listed, horvever, were basic . chaplain requirements-a B.A. degree and a minimum of
ninety hours of graduate credit, acceptable to my
church. For me, seminary prerequisites and required course work meant another four years of
study. I sensed how Noah must have felt when he
first started chopping gopher wood. I needed some
more personal guidance.

An uncle living in Tampa mentioned tlnat a
Church of Christ chaplain was serving nearby. I
made the trip frr:m hrdiana to Florida, and met

Major Michael D. Ashley îs an Ai¡" Irorce chaplai¡t at Air
Uniuersity, Maxwell Air llorce Base, Alabqma. He liues in
nearby Frattuille.
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Chaplain Jim Girdley. He graciously gave me two
hours of his Saturday afternoon, answering my
questions and encouraging me to prepare for the
chaplaincy. (It was a glad reunion when we met
again in the Far East some years later.)
When I graduated from seminary in t967, South-

east Asia was a national priority. The estimated
three-year wait for commissioning was suddenly reduced to three months. Even after four years of
ecumenical studies, it was a shock to be thrust into
an unknown environment in â new profession. By
the end of 1968, I had asked God's blessing on the
marriage of sixty-one couples, ministered at funerals, preached in a variety of worship settings, and I
was averaging ten counseling appointments every
day.

I recognized later that I had stepped into a tradition much older than l-older, in fact, than the
Christian faith. Moses, Joshua, Saul, Jonathan, and
David relied on religious advisors in time of war. In
fact, God ordained that he would flatten the walls
of Jericho with priests blowing horns and people
shouting in concert. I had plunged into an ancient
river.
More modern chapters of history find the chaplain serving in contexts as foreign to our time as the
sound of tlrose rams' horns. In his ltook Chaplains
of the United States Army, Roy l{oneywell traces
the origin of the term "chaplain" to Saint Martin,
who, while serving with French soldiers, took pity
on a beggar, gave him a ìarge portion of his military
coat, and wore the remainder as a cape. His "capella" became a relic that was transported on military campaigns. The keeper of the capella became
the "chapellain" in Old l¡rench, "chaplain" in English. And of r:ourse, the place where the relic was
kept was the "chapel."
It is not surprising that the American chaplain
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tradition is an outgrowth of English practice. Chaplain Lemuel McElyea has discovered that one
Robert Hunt was chaplain to the Jamestown Colony, ánd that Alexander Whitaker, a later Jamestown chaplain, was credited with converting Pocahontas. John Wesley served as a chaplain with
General Oglethorpe in Georgia in 1736.
The specific strand of history which leads to the
contemporary American chaplaincy was expressed
in a 1756 letter from George Washington to Governor Dinwiddie. The letter reads in part:
The want of a chaplain does, I humbly conceive,
reflect dishonor upon the regiment, as all other
officers are allowed. The gentlemen of the corps
are sensible of this and did propose to support
one at their private expense. But I think it would
have a more graceful appearance were he ap(Honeywell, p. 23)
pointed as others are.
The American chaplaincy is older than the nation.
But what of chaplains representing the Restoration Movement? Regimental records from the Civil

War list chaplains and their religious affiliations.
These include references to Disciples chaplains; the
division that distinguished the Church of Christ had
not yet occurred. J. D. Boren is the first Church of
Christ chaplain of the modern period.
We military chaplains currently serving are indebted to Boren for paving the way. His most
striking experience was the difficulty he encountered in entering the military. In his words, "It was
a two-year effort smashing the barriers." But J. D.
Boren was the man for the job. He had studied law
and served as an enlisted man in World War I. He
had earned the gtade of sergeant in the Texas National Guard. When Julian Yates, then Chief of
Army Chaplains, refused Boren's request to serve
as a chaplain, he knew that the Chief's word was
not final.

ut Boren faced two major problems. The first
was that the independent existence of the Church
of Christ was not widely recognized in 1932. According to Boren, Chaplain Yates insisted that he
had never heard of the Church of Christ. The
second difficulty stemmed from the first. How was
Boren to prove his case with no recognized ecclesiastical voice to speak in his behalf?
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In a letter responding to Chaplain Yates'

nega-

tive reply, Boren pointed out that the Chief would
know about the Church of Christ if he were familiar with either American history or the New Testament! Boren went on to question how an ignorant
person could hold a position of such responsibility. The Chief vowed that Boren would never be
commissioned.

As bureaucratic blocks multiplied, it was determined that Boren's education was inadequate. He
set out to meet stipulated requirements that included a major thesis on comparative religions. He
filled out stacks of forms, took tests, and made
personal appearances before boards. After hurdling
these obstacles, Boren was required to produce an
ecclesiastical endorsement. But what agency could
endorse a Church of Christ chaplain? He responded
to the Chief that Christ is the head of the Church,
and that as far as Boren knew, Christ was not furnishing endorsements for the chaplaincy. However,
if the Army knew where he could get an endorsement from Christ, he would be glad to follow its
suggestion. By this time, Chaplain Yates was dyspeptic. Boren was determined to become a chaplain
even if his appointment required an act of Congress.

bren turned to an Army friend, Colonel Charles

R. Tipps of Dallas. Colonel Tipps gathered all the
documents and letters that Boren had accumulated
and took them to Washington. After Tipps spoke
with Congressman Maury Maverick of San Antonio,
Boren had political clout on his side. Maverick took
the case on as his own. John Nance Garner also
lent his support. After a firm but low-key communication from the congressmen, the War Department determined that the Church of Christ would
be recognized in their Army chaplaincy.
Even after all of this intrigue, there was still another obstacle. Although Boren had met all requirements for the Army chaplaincy, the Chief of
Chaplains explained that no "apportionment" had
been made-no piece of the chaplaincy pie had been
cut for the Church of Christ. Boren would have to
wait for the next reapportionment-as long as ten
years.

During this last exchange, Boren's brother Lyle
had been elected to the United States Congress as a
representative from Oklahoma. Lyle Boren, Mav41
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erick, and Garner met to plan strategy. They agteed
that Maverick would be their spokesman. He first
telephoned the War Department and then the Chief
of Chaplains.In straightforward terms, he explained
to both agencies that the whole matter would be
brought up on the floor of the House if Boren were
not commissioned within a reasonable period. The
Congtessional Record would call for an investigation into religious discrimination in the Army Chap'
lain Corps.

L

bureaucratic blink of an eye, there was room

"
for Boren
and nine other Church of Christ chaplains. Boren was given the authority to review
qualifications of other applicants, and, in effect,
endorse them for the chaplaincy. Gerald Fruzia,
Frank Taylor, George DeHoff, and Fred McClung
first chaplains. J. D. Boren's brother Dallas also served as a chaplain. After twenty
years of exemplary service, J. D. Boren retired. He
was offered the grade of colonel, but elected to retire as a lieutenant colonel in 1953.
The Church of Christ minister who today wishes
to serve as a chaplain will find that the requirements have not been relæred, but the procedures
have been gteatly simplified. (How many men
would have the tenacity of J. D. Boren?) When the
United States Army, Navy, or Air Force is satisfied
that an applicant meets their requirements, he is
referred to the elders of the Church of Christ at
16th and Decatur Streets in \ilashington, D.C. According to John R. Holton, an elder of that congtegation, the elders request documentation from
churches in which the applicant has served and
appropriate character references from other people.
The elders' recommendation to the military sen¡ice
concerned is the needed endorgement. Once the
endorsement is complete, the applicant will be accepted on active duty when a position for the
church is avaÍlable.

personal counseling, humanitarian services, cultural
leadership, and public relations. Current directives
include these functions, and stress that their work
is to be not "chaplain centered" but "community
centered." Chaplains, the men and women assigned
to work in the chaplain career field, and memberd
of the community decide what progtams are best
for them and then plan and carry out these programs.

Certain elements of the chaplain's work surface
in many different situations, and they come to life
in unique ways in different times and places. My
experience can serve as an example. I was first assigned to a large training base where I spent a major
portion of my time in counseling. I preached,
taught, planned, prayed, and led retreats, but the
bulk of my work was counseling.

vvere among the

\ry",

can the new chaplain expect after tlte commissioning process? Charles I. Carpenter, first Chief
of Air Force Chaplains, suggests seven areas that
encompass the work of military chaplains: worship,

pastoral functions, religious and moral education,
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then served in Taiwan at Ching Chuan Kang, a
Nationalist Chinese air base. Ministry there required
different emphases. Since our mission involved di'
rect support of operations throughout Southeast
Asia, I was required to travel a great deal. Flying
with tactical airlift crews, I visited many bases in
Viet Nam and Thailand. Most of the military mem'
bers assigned in the theater were serving remote
assignments-their families remained in the States.
There were many pastoral challenges unique to that
setting.

I

was reassigned to a base in
form of ministry was tra'
ditional. Our congxegations were active in worship,
in Christian education, and various social and hu'
manitarian projects. We were subject, however, to
the temporary movement of large numbers of our
people to Guam. I spent the last months of the
Southeast Asia conflict at Guam, where ministry
required the work of chaplains twenty'four hours a
day, every day. This "ministry of presence" meant
that, if the mission \ryas an around-the-clock requirement, chaplains were available and visiting
duty areas on the same schedule. A chaplain at-

From Taiwan,

Massachusetts where the

tended each mission briefing as well.

Next I was sent to minister to small units scattered from Latedo, Texas, where I lived, to Dauphin Island, Alabama, spending a few days each
month at the various sites. Civilian ministers who
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Air Force chaplains visited the
sites weekly. During my visits, I conferred with
these ministers regarding their programs and visited
the people who worked in these air defense radar
facilities. My next duty assignment, to Royal Air
Force Alconbury, England, blessed me with unusually active chapel congregations, including a
strong Church of Christ fellowship. From England,
I came to the Air Force Air Command and Staff
College in Prattville, Alabama, where I am now a
served as auxiliary

student.

From this sketch one can see that continuous
change is the norm for ministries in the military
context. The minister who becomes a military chaplain soon learns to work in a great variety of forms
and settings of service.
What are the impressions of other men who have
served as Church of Christ chaplains? Among the
documents I received from Terry Smith, a minister
in Searcy, Arkansas, were the results of a survey of
twenty-two Church of Christ chaplains whose service spanned some thirty-five years. These men
agteed that military and church requirements for

entry on active duty were appropriate. They ministered freely, according to the dictates of their
consciences. They did view military administrative
requirements as a bother, but not a hindrance to
effective ministry.

ll these chaplains agreed that they had never
been pressured to perform acts that violated their
convictions, such as infant baptism. Likewise, they
had not been expected to conform to any practices
that they found objectionable, such as drinking.
Twenty-one of the men agreed, however, that they
had suffered "adverse criticism" from Church of
Christ members, military and civilian; but the prevailing opinion was that they were well-accepted

once they were able

to establish personal relation-

ships.

One chaplain of the World War II period volunteered: "Our people do more when they know
more. The chaplaincy is a fine outlet for one as
wise as a serpent and as harmless as a dove." Agteement was unanimous that living with people dayby-day was an advantage in sharing the gospel. One
respondent stated: "The chaplain is one of them.
He thinks and feels as they do, lives under the same
conditions, and suffers the same hardships." Another spoke of the "confidence built on shared
experience."
When asked to list some frustrating aspects of
serving as a military chaplain, many spoke of family separations, being "dedicated to the unexpected," spiritual isolation (two Church of Christ
chaplains are seldom assigned together), and frequent reassignments.

lut ttre rewards of a chaplain's work are extensive
and heartening. The ability to help people in difficult situations is the reward from which all other
rewards grow. Several chaplains spoke of the refreshing experience of working with people who
are open and responsive, not jaded by experience,
and genuinely excited by what they find in Scrip'
ture and in a new relationship with Christ. Others
recall families reunited and significant power structures "infiltrated" by the gospel.
The military chaplaincy is a unique mixture of
history and tradition, challenge and opportunity,
frustration and reward. As ministers of the Church
of Christ, we bring the strength of our unique perspective to ministry in the military. We have the
opportunity of serving the entire community and
functioning as special ministers who alone are able
to understand the spirituality of Church of Christ

people.

1

I like and honor Paul's admonition, "Do not be conformed
to tnis world," even when I honor those great words only in the breech.
I translate the words, though, in my own way, "Try to be

.''
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ArrYouBaer Wanted to Know (ørnd møybe
moirle) About Boofcs ott Ptoplrccy
arly books on prophecy. His classic
work in entitled The Millennial Kingdom (Findlay, Ohio: Dunnam, 1959),
His predecessor and founder of the
seminary, Dr. Lewis Sperry Chafer,

By DAVID REAGAN

The hottest books in Christian publishing today are concerned with prophecy. The trend-setter was The Late
Great Planet Earth by Hal Lindsey, first
published in 1970. It dominated the
best selling list of Christian books for
over a year; and during that time, it
even soared to number one on the
New Yorh Times list. To date it has
sold nearly fifteen million copies and
has been translated into thirty-one

institute the millennial reign. Historic
premillennialism, dating back to the

languages.

the land promises and kingdom promises made to Israel in the Hebrew Scriptures will be literally fulfilled during

Lindsey's book is representative of

the dispensational school of prophetic
interpretation. This viewpoint was pioneered by John Darby, who became
the leader of the Plymouth Brethren
in England during the 1830s.
Dispensationalists take a strictly lit-

eral approach to the interpretation of
prophecy. They are, therefore, premillennial in their interpretation of the
book of Revelation. But they differ in
several respects from historic premillennialists, who simply believe that
Christ will reign on earth a thousand
years before the Judgment. For example, dispensationalists argue that the
church was an afterthought of God,
established only because the Jews re-

jected the kingdom. A corollary of this
idea is their teaching that the Sermon
on the Mount was intended to present
an ethical system for the kingdom, not
for the church.
Another difference is the dispensationalist concept of the "rapture" of
the church. Dispensationalists contend
that the church will be raptured before
the beginning of the seven year period
of Eeat tribulation which will consummate with the Battle of Armageddon.
The saints will then return with the
Lord to defeat the forces of Satan and
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earliest church fathers, has never envisioned the rapture occurring anywhere

except at the end of the trlbulation
period, simultaneous with the return
of the Lord to the earth.

Another distinctive characteristic of
the dispensationalist viewpoint is that
God has a purpose for Israel that is
separate andapart from the church. All

the millennial reign. Charles Ryrie, one

of the leading scholarly spokesmen for
dispensationalism, maintains that the
eternal distinction between Israel and
the church is //¿¿ fundamental concept
of a dispensationalist (Dispensationalism Today, pp. 44-45).
Unfortunately, these distinctions between historic premillennialism and dispensationalism have been lost to many
modern day observers, particularly
those within the Churches of Christ
who feel compelled to condemn the

premillennial viewpoint. The result is
that they often end up criticizing the
premillennial wing of the church for
believing things which, in fact, they do
not believe at all.
Díspensatíonal Booles

The first popularizer of the dispensational viewpoint was C. I. Scofield,
who published his enormously successfù Scofield Study Bible in 1909. It has
since been issued in a new edition
(1967) by the Oxford University Press.
Dallas Theological Seminary is the
foremost school of the dispensationalists, and its current president, Dr. John
F. Walvoord, has written many schol-

produced an exhaustive treatise on theology which is still in print:. Systematic
Theology (8 vols., Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Zondervan, L947).
Dallas seminary's most prestigious
professor, Dr. Charles C. Ryrie, is a prolific writer. His book, The Basis of the
Premillennial Føitir (Neptune, N.J.: Loizeau Bros., 1953), is a straightforward,
easy to read presentation of the fundamental prophetic concepts of the dispensationalists. Dispensationalism Today (Chicago: Moody Press, 1965), also

by Dr. Ryrie, presents a more comprehensive review and defense of all aspects of dispensationalism.

Two very effective current popularizers of the dispensationalism are Tim
LaHaye and Hal Lindsey. LaHaye's
book, Reuelation Illustrated and Made
Pløirt (Zondervan, rev. ed., 1975) is
very thorough but easy to read. It is
also beautifully and dramatically illustrated by Tom Williams, a gifted artist
who is a member of the Church of
Christ. Hal Lindsey's best book is entitled, There's a New World Coming
(Santa Ana, Calif.: Vision House, 1973).
Dispensationalists have always been

fond of prophetic charts. The greatest
chart designer their movement has produced was Clarence Larkin, who died

in

1924. Larkin's charts are truly a
marvel to behold. Most of them are
contained in Dispensationql Truth, a
book published in the '20s and available only from the Clarence Larkin
Estate, 2802 N. Park Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa., 19132. Larkin also produced richly
illustrated books on Revelation, Daniel,
and the spirit world, also available from
his estate.
Hísto ric Premílle nníalism

Not much is being written these
days from the historic premillennial
viewpoint. The best book available is
Merrill C. Tenney's outstanding study
of the book of Revelation entitled Interpreting Reuelation (Grand Rapids,
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Mich.: Wm. B. Ilerdmans, 1957).

It

is

scholarly and balanced and provides an

excellent introduction to aìl the various schools of prophetic interpretation.

'fhe foremost contemporary proponet of historic premillennialism is
George Eldon Ladd. His classic study

of

prophecy, originally entitled ,Iesus
ønd the Kingdom (New York: Harper

and Row, 1964), has been updated
under a new title, The Presence of the
ITuture (Eerdmans, tS74). His book
The Blessed Hope (Wm. B. Eerdmans,
1"956) presents a hard"hitüing

refutation

view

of a pre-

of the dispensational
tribulation rapture.

The Harper Study Bible (Zondervan,
sec. ed., 1971), ediied by Harold Lind-

sell, presents the historic premillenial
viewpoint in its notes and chapter headings.

It

is not only a masterful study

aid, but it is also the only study Bible
available that is iied to the Revised
Standard Version.

Postmillennial Boohs

In any bibliography of postmillennial books, 90 per cent will carry pubIication dates prior io 1900. The reason

Antíllennial Ilooles
Since at least the 1930s, tl,e amil-

lennial viewpoint is the one that has
prevailed among Churches of Christ.
This is paradoxical, because the arnilIennial viewpoint has always been the
favorite of Christian liberals who insist

upon spiritualizing Scripture rather
than interpreting it literally.
One of the favorite expositions of
Revelation among Churches of Christ
in recent years has been Wm. I{endriksen's More Than Conqueroru (Grand
Rapids: Baker Book House, 1959).
This book presents a fascinating and
clever-almost too clever-interpretation from a cyclical historicist (or parallel progressive) viewpoint whose maseems to be the separation
of Chapters 19 and 20 of Revelation.
The idealist viewpoint, which attempts to spiritualize almost every-

jor purpose

ian and Reformed Pub. Co., 1957), is
the only major publication of this century from the postmillennial viewpoint.
It is comprehensive, well written, and
contains detailed refutations of premillennialism ancl amillennialism. The
only probletn with Boettner is that
after reading his rosy descriptions of
how much progress is being made in
the world, one r.vonders what world he
is living in!

Aìexander Campbell, like most of
the early leaders of ihe Restoration
Movement, was a postmillennialist;
thus, the title of his journal, The Millennial Harbinger. Campbell's mosf exhaustive treatment of the subject came
in a series of twenty-six essays which
he published in the ior-rmal in 1841 in
response to the prophetic speculations
of William Miller that the world would
come to an end in 1844.
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so

badly, engaging in personal attacks on
the debate chairman and his opponent,
that the elders of the church literally
kicked the debate out of the building
afl,er the third night! The last two sessions had to be held at the county
court house. It is a rnystery why Wallace l<eeps such a self-condemning book

in print.

Intervarsity Press l'ras recently puba compendium of millennial
viewpoints in which there is a lengthy
essay representing each major school
of thought, immediaiely followed by
brief, responsive essays from representatives of the other schools. The book,
The Meøning of the Millennium (Inter-

in his Doily Study I)íble Serles (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, rev. ed.,
1976). A similar treatment is provided

by a British clergyman named Michael
Wilcock in his book I Saw Heauen
Opened (Downers Grove,

Ill.: Intervar-

Herschel Hobbs, a renowned Baptist
expositor, departs from the usual Baptist premillennial view in his book ?/¿e

Loraine ]loettner is the most eloquent contemporary spokesman for the
postmillennial view. His book,The Millennium (Philadelphia: llhe Presbyter-

Church. Wallace conducted himself

Compendia

the assumption of the inevitability of

millennium.

conLains the lranscripù of a debate iir
January, 1933, in Winchester, Kentucky, bet,ween two Church of Christ
ministers, Charles M. Neal and Foy
Wallace, Jr. The debate was held on
"neutral" ground at the First Christian

Barclay's two volumes on Revelation

sity Press, 1975).

and II. The end of the world is supposed, in this view, to occur after the

(Foy Wallace, Jr., Pubs. l:er,. ed., 1976).
should have been titled the "NealWallace I{nock-Down-Drag-Out"! It

It

thing, is well represenied by lVilliam

is simple: postmillennialism is based on

progress, and that assumption suffered
almost fatal blows from World Wars I

the Thousand Years lleign of Christ

Costnic l)rama (Waco, Texas: Word
Books, 1971). He presents instead an
historicist interpretation of Revelation
in which he applies the symbols to the
development of the Roman Empire
and the apostacy of the church.
Leading Church of Christ expositors include J. W. Roberts, The Reuela-

tion to John (vol. 19 in the Living
Word Commentary, Austin, Texas:
Sweet Pub. Co., 1.974); !'rank Pack,
Reuelation (2 vols. in the Liuing Word
Serres, Sweet, 1965);and Foy Wallace,

Jt.,God's Prophetic Word (Fort Worth,

'Iexas: Foy Wallace Pubs., rev. ed.
1960). Roberts has a "preterist" view,
that the book of Revelation pertained
exclusively to ihe first century church
and that its prophetic elements were
fulfilled at that time. Pack is more
eclectic in his approach, arguing that
the book has preterist, historical, and
futurist elements. Wallace is primarily
a debater who seems more intent on
proving everyorle wrong than on presenting what he thinks is right. All
three are amillennial.
A fascinating book

that is still in

print is the Neal-Wallace Discussion on

lished

varsity, 1977) is edited by Robert
Clouse. It suffers from two serious
weaknesses. First, the essay on historic
premillennialism is mainly an attack on

the dispensational viewpoint and thus
provides very little information about
historic premillennialism. Second, the
essay on the dispensational viewpoint
is written by an ultra-dispensationalist
and is thus not truly representative of
main-line dispensational thought.
The essayists are George Eldon Ladd

for historic premillennialism, Herman
Hoyt for dispensational premillennialism, Loraine Boettner for posúmillen-

nialism, and Anthony A. Hoekema
for amillennialism. Hoekema takes the

viewpoint of Wm. Hendriksen that Revelation presents the basic history of ihe
church age, told over and over again
(prôgressive parallelism).

Another cornpendium-iype booh
that is worth reading is entiúled

Wzen

Is Jesus Coming Again? (Carol Stream,
trll": Creation House, 1971). It is writ"
ten by Hal Lindsey a¡rd others. The
book is a brief and interesting collection of essays about the rapture, written from pretribulation, midtribulatiou,

post'tribulation, and past-tribulation

viewpoints.
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More on Decision Making
My appreciation to you and Reid
Lancaster for the article relaiing the
process

of

Christian growth

berg's theory

of

to Kohl-

moral development

("Morals, Faith, and Christian Growth,
Part I," June issue). As Reid points
out, Kohlberg's basic concept is con"
sistent with the concept of Christian
growth.
Fortunately, educators have developed a number of materials based on
these theoretical underpinnings. If used

in the context of the Christian faith,
some of them should prove useful. One

James as a Stage 3/4 moral reasoner,
and Paul as a 5/6. It is curious that he

would not relate Kohlberg's seventh
stage ("a philosophical approach to a
type of cosmic consciousness") to Paul,

or even James. Anyone who wishes to
communicate on someone else's level

risks being confused with that level.

I will

be disappointed

outline is championed

as

if

Kohlberg's

the last word

in Christian education. In a sense, it is
only the first word of human experi
ence. As always, Jesus had the most
dynamic idea: 'oSanctify ihem by ihe
truth; thy word is truth" (John 17:I7).

of

ln Appreciation
Yes, Mr. Rollmann, you are so right

("In Memoriam," June issue). Many of
us from Maine to California knew and
loved O. H. Tallman. Not many months
ago Pat Boone also expressed his appreciation for him. O. H. knew God, loved
God, and served God. He saw by ihe

eye of his heart. He was a spiritual
giant in the Church of Christ, as his
father was before him.

Maiv Ð. Dalzell

Kitiery, Maine
On That Rock/Soul Music

these, by Beverly Mattox, is enti"
tled, Getting It Together (paperbaek,

John McCook
Edmond, Oklahoma

Pennant hess, San Diego, CA 92720).

isappoi ntments Overcome
I am often disappointed by what I
think is Mission's flaccid Christian wit"
ness. I think it is not as boìd and decisive and biblical as iù shoulcl be on

article in the June issue ("Singing Before the Lord: What Are Kids Like
Ours Doing in Music Like This?"), on
the contemporary/rockisoul religious

many issues.

C-ers" and borderline groups.

However, my disappointments are
overweighed by your excellent May
issue. l,arry Hart's article on minisierial
training is the clearest, briefest, truest

heard several of these groups and am
glad to see some of our brethren experiment with new art forms in worship. There is nothing sinful or uneth'
ical about it.

This book can assist Christian teachers
ín structuring a decision-making process for their students so that they can
truly "own" the decisions they make.
In this role, the teacher lays aside the

role of dispenser of truth and

focuses
on facilitating student growth from one

level to the next.

Dr. Norman Murphy
Greenwood, South Carolina

Marvclous Artiele
What

a marvelous article by

Reid
Lancaster in June's issue. That one article was worih the whole year's sub"
scription. I can hardly wait for Part II.

Thank you!
MaryAnn Sewell Miller
Lvine, California

Kohlberg's Not the Last Word
I found myself disagreeing strongly
with Reid tancaster's identification of
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D

testimony on what

it

means

to be a

preacher. I, too, attended a preacher
training school and one of our Chris-

tian colleges.

I

ached

to hear someone

say what Larry said. Preaching is not
"mastering methods" (as I was taught)

but "making a man." z\nd that truth
embarrasses me and exposes me.

Kudos also for "The Risk of Aban"
doning Pattern Authority." You did a
good job iying many strands together.

Neil Gallagher
East Providence, Rhode Island

I

was interested in Truman Spring's

rnusic being provided by various'oC of

I

have

A problem is thal this is not a úype
music that I like; my values in
church music lie in other directions. Ï
am, however, in favor of inüroducing
ihis fype of musie into our worship
services if it wili attract more of its
fans into our fellowship. Who knows*
maybe I will learn to enjoy it. I ceriainly will enjoy a broader fellowship.

of

Doman Keele
Dallas, Texas
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THE MIDDLE WAY

"The Centrists," one historian called them.
They are the million and a quarter members of
Independent Christian Churches and instrumental Churches of Christ who met recently
at the North Atlantic Christian Convention in
Oklahoma City. They earn their title by occupying what is generally thought to be the
middle gxound between the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) on the left, and the noninstrumental Churches of Christ on the right.
Here are some personal impressions of these
brethren, after attending this meeting.
Openness-There is a gteater tolerance of
diversity among these folk than among what
they graciously call their "a cappella brethren."
They willingly allow us to exhibit-this year,
all the way from Southeastern Christian College in Kentucky (a pre-millenial school) to
Mission. Also represented were 20th Century
Christian, The Gospel Advocate, Quality
Printing, and Pepperdine University. (In contrast, an Independent deaf ministry was
recently denied exhibit space at the Abilene
Christian University lectures.) The NACC
regularly invites a speaker from non-instrumental churches, and this year they had
Methodist minister Charles Allen, too. Also,
any non-instrumental church may send
representatives to the meeting.
Attention to youth-Among the six to eight
thousand participants were some 1,500 young
people. Musical groups, lectures, discussions
and "Bible Bowl" competitions highlight
their program, making the gathering much
more a family affair than our own lectureships.
Emphasis on the Restoration plea-Slill'
smarting from the recent division when the
Disciples formally organized, the Independents
stress the Restoration plea. They concede no
more attention than our own lectureships

to the fact that the "unity" portion of this
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plea has not worked. They still speak of themselves on the one hand, and "the denominations"
on the other. (Some conservatives objected to
having a Methodist speaker.) One speaker
implied that only the Independents are any

longer a part of the Restoration.
Conseruatism-In dress, economics, and
theology, this is Middle America. It is surprising for some to learn that many non-instrumental people are more liberal. Independent
colleges do not deal much with biblical
criticism, although some of their professors,
represented at a theological forum this year,
are well-versed in such issues. Also, there are
frequent warnings among them against flamboyant church growth schemes like huge bus
ministries and extravagant Sunday School
promotions. Billy James Hargis and other religious-Americanism advocates are well
represented.
. Antisubjectiuism-"lhere is resistance to
what few charismatics are among them, and
continuing high regard for the rational approach to the faith willed to them from
Campbell et al. NACC leaders did indicate,
however, that they might consider allowing
Restoration charismatics to have an exhibit at
next yeat's convention in St. Louis.
Attending the NACC is a fine way for
"a cappella" Churches of Christ to expand
their fellowship. We need to explore together
ways and means of cooperating, especially
in establishing new churches. Both groups need
to stop reporting that 'ono New Testament
church exists in this town," then setting up
shop a block away from an existing Restoration church. And non-instrumentalists need
to stop proselyting instrumental ministers.
We are grateful to the NACC for showing us
that being "independent" does not have to
mean being exclusivist.
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UNITY TALKS--The Church

of christ in scotland

sixmaJementoffalththatrepresents-whathas

is.among

"a new and signifibant step foruard în ecumenlcal dialogue.". Also involved
iñ-lnã eleven-yãar-oi¿ unity talks are'the Church of Scotland (Presbyterian), the..Epîscópãl-Cñuicñ i'n Scotlanà, the Methodìst Synod, the Congregatìonal Union, and the Unîted
Fräe Church. The Scots Óhurch of Christ äoes not inc'lude autonomous, non-instrumenta'l
.oñõrõôátiôns rãtated to AmerÍcan Churches of Christ, although they share the Campbellian heritage.
RESISTANCE BUT NOT REVoLUTIoN--The South Afrîcan Councîl of Churches has reJected

been cã1led

,'Justrt.ingapartheid,butaffirmed',justifiab1eresis-

paper said that the côuncÍl "witnesses with understandlngu the
growing víoìent'resistänbe to the "South Afrjcan-tyranni.cal system" which,,discrimînates
ãgatni[ b]acki. But Chrìstian resistance to "evìl-laws" was upheld as a "valld and

tänce." A background

vital

concept. "
C0MPARATM RELIGIoN 0N TV--A

th'irteen-episode documentary deplcting varylng re-

ligionsffibroadcastthisfaltbythePub.licBroadcasting.-Seivîce. The series records British dramatist Ronald Eyre's search for the way different relÍg.lons answer basîc questions. It will ìnclude the.largest-faiths. represented
in

East ãnd t^lest, as we]t ad smaller groups such as Zulu Zîonists
MIXTD NCC RESPoNSE T0 BAKKE CASE--National

Council

of

in

South Africa.

Churches

officers

responded

totheakke'sreversed.iscriminationsuitwithboth/
and stateinents as fuzzy as the decîsion itse'lf. The high court ru'led on the one hand
that strict racial quoias could not be used in college admissions programs, but insisted
polìcy. An
that this did not mean that race cou'ld not be used as a factor in admissîons
NCC officÍal who he]ped write a "friend of the court" petition said he was gratified
that race could stiìi be considered. But Robert Parsonage of the NCC divìsìon on educatÍon and ministry said that the court should have acted more strongly in behalf of minorities who havã suffered past deprivatîons. Such groups "need strong compensatory
actton on their behalf today," he said.

